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TPALs Agenda + Minutes  
September 5, 2017, 2:15-3:15 p.m., COED 110 

 

Attendees:  Beth Oyarzurn, Ashley Bayer, Shawnee Wakeman, Mitch Eisner, Drew Polly, Jean Vintinner, Tom Fisher, Rex 

Mangiaracina, Katie Swart, Pamela McIntyre, Kristin Davin, Laura McCorkle, Joyce Frazier, Mary Jo Anderson, Sue Rebich, 

Teresa Petty, Mike Putman, Joan LaChance, Colleen Whittingham, Erin Fitzpatrick, Chris O’Brien, Amy Good, David Gall, 

Laura Hart, Michelle Stephan, Amy Good 

The meeting began at 2:15 p.m. Laura Hart facilitated.  

Minutes from April 25 meeting (posted on COED Assessment website) – let Laura know if you have any 

corrections/additions, otherwise the minutes will stand as the official record of events.  

Information Items (25 minutes or less)  -- all these items were briefly reviewed.  

1. Future meetings will last until 3:30 to accommodate PD opportunities. FYI. 

2. Data Available? Welcome to Brandi  

 We welcome Brandi Lewis to the Office of Assessment and Accreditation. Brandi’s first project will be to 

make edTPA data available to everyone. Stop by and say hello.  

o Reminder of Core Team members: Michelle Stephan and Joan LaChance (MDSK); Jean Vintinner and 

Debra Diegmann (REEL); Shawnee Wakeman and Jamie Brown (SPCD); Tom Fisher and Joyce Frazier 

(OFE); Teresa Petty and Laura Hart (Dean’s Office) 

 

3. Due date for 2017-18 

 Fall 2017: October 26, 2016, 11:59 PST – all handbooks 

 Spring 2018:  

i. March 15, 2018, 11:59 PST – ELED, SPED, B-K, TESL, World Language, Arts 

ii. March 29, 2018, 11:50 PST – Middle Grades, Secondary, SPEL 

 

4. Using local evaluation versions of rubrics for edTPA Practice Pieces 

 As shared in an email to the faculty dated September 1, effective fall 2017, we will begin using the Local 

Evaluation rubric versions for assessing edTPA Practice pieces in Taskstream. This means candidates will 

be assessed officially with three levels (Emerging, Proficient, Advanced) versus Levels 1-5 used for 

official scoring.  

 

5. Available resources in Canvas – update (note: all edTPA resources are available on the Canvas project site; to 

access the site, use enrollment link https://uncc.instructure.com/enroll/LK3TXN)  

 Updated versions of the approved lesson plan template from last year 

 Academic Language / Understanding Rubric Progression documents 

 All Handbooks and Word Templates 

 Rubric “help” (for student teachers) / FAQ Edmoto site (for student teachers) – developed by T. Fisher 

 edTPA / AACTE resource library is constantly adding new resources. Also a Q and A blog for quick 

questions / content specific questions. If you need access, go to edTPA.aacte.org, click “Resource 

Library,” and request access.  

 

https://uncc.instructure.com/enroll/LK3TXN
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Also mentioned: the edTPA Examples for Faculty Use site in Canvas, available to faculty only. Michelle asked if any 

“non-examples” could be eventually shared, as all current examples are of students who got high scores. This will be 

added as an agenda item for the Core Team.  

6. ATLAS videos (Teresa P.) 

Teresa gave us a quick demonstration of ATLAS videos tagged with the edTPA framework. These videos are not 

scored samples, but rather National Board submissions that have been identified as aligning to one or more 

edTPA rubrics. All samples are of teachers who did pass National Boards. The samples also give some of the 

materials submitted by the teacher with the National Board videos, such as instructional context and/or 

materials. Anyone who wants access and does not have it should contact Teresa at tmpetty@uncc.edu. We only 

have 500 user accounts; faculty may request students to have access if we have enough accounts. Anyone not 

using their account will be removed at the end of the year.  

 

FYI: Dane Hughes in OIT generated a list of steps for how to integrate Atlas videos into Canvas. If you need 

assistance with that, please generate an OIT help ticket (http://oit.uncc.edu).  

 

7. edTPA Review Quiz for ST and “good decisions about edTPA” videos from recent grads (Tom F.) 

Tom provided an update on the edTPA Review Quiz for Student Teachers. This was a strategy developed in the 

last TPALs meetings in spring 2017. Student teachers are asked to complete the review quiz prior to the first 

orientation session, so that support time for edTPA may be used more constructively. This semester (fall 2017) 

was the first semester of using this quiz; Tom reported 88% of the Student Teachers had completed it and those 

who did not he believed were mostly lateral entry who did not receive the information in a timely fashion. Rex 

added that as a faculty member supervising the support sessions, he found the quiz extremely helpful, as 

candidates didn’t have to spend time reviewing edTPA in the session; they had already reviewed via the quiz.  

 

Tom also shared a new strategy; last spring using the GAs secured by the CxC grant in MDSK, Tom video-recorded 

former candidates (now GAs) talking about how they wrote and developed their edTPA projects. These former 

candidates all got high edTPA scores. They discussed how they made decisions for the project, writing and 

submitting the project, etc. Tom used these videos with his online group last spring. They will be used this fall as 

a remediation tool as well (as needed). He is working with Shawnee, Jamie B. and Jean V. to develop similar 

videos for Special Ed, B-K, and Elementary Ed. Thanks to Tom for this work! 

 

8. Update on state requirements for edTPA (originally shared August, 2017 via email): 

 2017 budget bill (S257), the legislature included a mechanism for teachers who are entering the profession 
in 2017-18 to receive an additional “bump” on the salary scale. The increase is outlined in Part VIII, Section 
8.2. (a.) and (b.). 

 In order to qualify for the bump, teachers must meet the following criteria: 
1) Graduate from an approved North Carolina teacher preparation program; 
2) Attain a GPA of 3.75 or above (on a 4.0 scale), or an equivalent score on a different GPA scale; 
3) Attain a score of 48 or higher on the edTPA assessment (or an equivalent score on a nationally 

normed and valid pedagogy assessment used to determine clinical performance). 

 If a teacher who is entering the profession in 2017-18 meets these criteria, and is hired by an LEA, they must 
be placed on the “A” teacher salary schedule as follows: 

If the Teacher … Then the Teacher’s salary on the “A” Teacher Salary 
Schedule is … 

mailto:tmpetty@uncc.edu
http://oit.uncc.edu/
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Meets the qualifying criteria 1 year of experience (salary) for year 0 of service 

Meets the qualifying criteria + is licensed to teach 
in special education, science, technology, engineering, 
or mathematics 

2 years of experience (salary) for years 0-1 of service 

Meets the qualifying criteria + works in a “low-
performing” school upon initial employment 

3 years of experience (salary) for years 0-2 of service 

  
Laura added that she is advising HR departments in local district to request that candidates submit an official 

edTPA score report as verification of their scores. They should all have them.  

 

9. NCACTE Fall Forum – September 21-22, with optional pre-conference sessions offered September 20 

(registration available on ncacte.org, Fall Forum registration). edTPA sessions from state colleagues will be 

offered.  

 

10. UNC Charlotte edTPA training – September 8 or 9 – we have over 20 faculty, supervisors, adjuncts, and doc 

students attending these trainings. Thanks to Tom F. for leading these trainings for us. All faculty (full- and part-

time) in the teacher prep program (regardless of what they teach) are asked to attend a training if they have not 

previously done so.  

One final note: Tom F. is going to the National edTPA Conference November 3-5, and will be sharing some things he’s 

learned at our next TPALs meeting.  

Discussion items – 35 minutes (or less) 

11. Adding a new metric: % of candidates who would not be licensed on the first try with edTPA (handout) 

Laura shared the handout (included at the end of the minutes) of licensure pass rates AND Incomplete numbers. 

We have spent much time over the last two years focused on increasing our pass rates, and they have increased. 

However, if we consider the numbers of candidates who did not pass AND who got an Incomplete, these totals 

would show us the number of candidates who would not be licensed on a first attempt if edTPA were currently 

consequential. Overall, 22.13% of candidates from fall 2015-spring 2017 would not have been licensed on the 

first attempt (see handout below for specifics).  

 

Laura is proposing adding an additional metric to edTPA data shared with faculty: the percentage of candidates 

who would not pass on the first edTPA attempt. This would include all who did not pass with our current 

standard settings and all students who scored an Incomplete. These candidates will all have to “redo” edTPA at 

their own expense when it becomes consequential in 2019-2020.  

 

There was no additional discussion. No one raised any objections to adding this metric.  

 

12. Suggestions of PD for 2017-18 – what topics would be useful to faculty?  

 Brainstorm in groups of 2-3 (7 minutes) 

 Share responses  

 Prioritize if possible 

 

After spending time in small groups brainstorming possible PD sessions for 2017-18, the following list was 

generated. Laura wrote all topics on board as shared: 
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 Task 3 – making differentiated assessments/using and creating rubrics/creating evaluation criteria and 

aligning to objectives 

 Programmatic conversations – knowing what other programs are doing to support candidates 

 Bringing in content experts to talk about how to best embed edTPA pieces in “non-practice” task courses 

 Task 3 – assessing the language function 

 Which rubrics to students score lowest on? How can we specifically target low scores?  

 Supports in different programs – logistics of hearing how programs embed practice 

 Adjunct supports – how can we address this?  

 Looking at the feedback we give students to help them, and being consistent across faculty/programs  

teaching them how to give feedback 

 What are other institutions with high pass rates doing? (Amy G. mentioned Kristi Brown, external 

consultant).  

After all topics were shared, the consensus was to focus on 1) Task 3/feedback/assessment and 2) Sharing across 

programs. The Core Team will work on this for our next meeting. Some people may be asked to assist in this 

work/sharing as well.  

13. Talk at the state level of setting a cut score in fall 2017 but only used as a “benchmark” until required for 
licensure in 2019-20 – thoughts? 

 
Laura will keep us posted on this … nothing official has happened yet.  
 
If anyone has any agenda items for the November meeting, please send them to Laura Hart at lchart1@uncc.edu or 
share with a member of the Core Team.  
 
Meeting adjourned at 3:15 p.m.  

 
2017-18 TPALs meetings:  Wednesday, November 8, 2:15-3:30, COED 110 

Tuesday, February 6, 2:15-3:30, COED 110 

Wednesday, April 25, 2:15-3:30, COED 110 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:lchart1@uncc.edu
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edTPA Pass Rates, COED/COAA programs, fall 2015 to spring 2017 
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Data indicate that IF edTPA were 

currently required for licensure 

approximately 20% students from 

the ELED program (73 of 371 - 43 

who did not pass and 30 who 

received Incompletes) would not be 

licensed on the first attempt. 

 

Data indicate that IF edTPA were 

currently required for licensure 

approximately 21% of candidates 

from the MDLG program (27 of 127 -

- 18 who did not pass and 9 who 

received Incompletes) would not be 

licensed on the first attempt. 
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Data indicate that IF edTPA were 

currently required for licensure, 

approximately 29% of students 

from the SECD/FLED Programs (53 

of 182 total – 36 who did not pass 

and 17 who received Incompletes) 

would not be licensed on the first 

attempt. 

 

Data indicate that IF edTPA were 

currently required for licensure 

approximately 33% (33 of 100) 

students from the SPED programs 

(30 who did not pass and 3 who 

received Incompletes) would not 

be licensed on the first attempt. 

 

Data indicate that IF edTPA were 

currently required for licensure 

approximately 20% (11 of 54) 

students from the CHFD program (7 

who did not pass and 4 who 

received Incompletes) would not 

be licensed on the first attempt. 
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Total for all programs in time frame:  931 candidates attempted edTPA (including SPEL – not included above), 725 

(77.9%) passed, 138 (14.8%) did not pass, 68 (7.3%) received an Incomplete score. IF edTPA were currently required 

for licensure, 206 candidates (22.13%) would not be licensed on the first attempt.  
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Data indicate that IF edTPA were 

currently required for licensure 

approximately 5% of TESL students 

(1 of 19), 4 % of Visual Arts 

students (1 of 23) and 13% of K-12 

Performing Arts students (2 of 16) 

would not be licensed on the first 

attempt. 

 


